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Objectives
Vocabulary

Developing an understanding of 
the role board games and study 
boards have in language learning

study boards

board games

Pedagogical Implications

Board games, of course, offer a fun way to practice language in the classroom, but they 
are also useful in promoting group interaction and providing a competitive form of 
language activity, which students may find motivating.  Study boards offer similar levels 
of ‘hands on’ interactivity, allowing students to organize concepts and ideas, as well as 
language, in a visual and spatial way, which may appeal to more kinesthetic or visually 
inclined language learners.

Games and Study Boards

Classroom Integration

Board games and study boards can be used for a variety of types of language practice. These may
include developing grammatical and lexical knowledge, language reviews, controlled productive
practice, $uency activities, and pronunciation work. Board games can be quite complex activities,
and so providing clear and coherent instructions is often essential to their success. It is also vital
that the focus of any board game is primarily language focussed and that the introduction of a
board game into a lesson is not motivated simply by the rationale of ‘playing a game’. Study boards
can be usefully employed for language presentations, and are valuable in helping students to make
sense of grammatical concepts, organize ideas during brainstorming activities and also as a
platform for language practice.



Task 1
Look at the list of characteristics of board games below.  By yourself, put 
the characteristics in order of importance (in your opinion).  1 = most 
important to 6 = least important.

Task 2

Identify the language point or the aspect of language being practiced in the 
board games on the following pages. 
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• They are fun.

• They have a competitive element, which may be 
motivational.

• They promote group interaction.

• The focus is on the game, rather than simply language 
practice.

• They can be used for a variety of different purposes in the 
language classroom.

• They are student-centered.
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Task 3

In the circles, write down the defining features of board games and study 
boards.

Task 4

In groups, think of an idea for adapting the snakes and 
ladders ‘Present Perfect’ board game into a study board.
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Board Games Study Boards

Idea


